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Honeywell
hosts TU
musicians

BY DAVID PHILLIPS
CONTRIBUTOR
Most of Taylor’s music
department is traveling to
the Honeywell Center Auditorium in Wabash, Indiana to perform at 7:30 p.m.
tonight.
Invited to perform in
a Veterans' Day Concert,
"A Salute to America," approximately 250 Taylor students and faculty members
will perform in the historic
building, built in the 1940s.
The Ford Theater, added in
1994, seats 1,500.
The Taylor music ensembles invite the campus
to take advantage of $5.00
student tickets available in
the music department office.
The music ensembles
scheduled to perform include Taylor's jazz ensemble, chamber orchestra,
symphonic band, Taylor
Ringers, Taylor Chorale,
Taylor Sounds and Adoration.
The finale will include
bands from Wabash high
schools and members of
Taylor's symphonic band,
as part of an outreach program in the high school.
Select students from four
high schools in the Wabash
area will perform with the
university band.
"The Honeywell Center
educational outreach program is designed to provide opportunities for high
school students to gain
greater exposure to music,"
music department chair Dr.
Al Harrison said.
Planning for this concert
began two years ago, but
most of the details fell into
place within the last two
months.
"It is a team effort from
the music department, university relations, and alumni relations," Harrison said.
"[We want to] promote the
ideals of democracy, faith
and freedom through the
music we will perform."
For more information on
the concert, call the music
department office at (765)
998-5232 or the Honeywell
box office at (260)-5631102.

Skip It
"Jarhead" fails
movie review

Veggie Tales
Thumbs down on
Vegetarianism
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Opportunities abound
Cutting toes, eating bugs and bringing the gospel
BY CHRISTIANNA LUY
NEWS EDITOR
Stepping out in faith, learning to be globally minded
and discovering new passions were three concepts of
World Opportunities Week.
WOW is specifically designed to increase Taylor students’ involvement in global
missions through prayer, active service and support.
“It’s about bringing people
chances to use the gifts that
God has given them,” WOW
co-director Ashley Gale said,
“to make people open to the
possibility of God changing
the course of their life so far
and taking them to the other
side of the world. It’s what
we’re living for. It’s God’s
calling on our lives. "

to see people who live that.”
Laszlo shared many stories, including several tales
of jungle animals, medical
difficulties, primitive conditions and first encounters
with Sepik Iwan tribesmen.
“Looking back on our
arrival at Hauna village, I
can see now how amusing
it really was,” Laszlo said.
“About 400 came out to see
what we were doing. They
had never seen white women before. They were arguing
among themselves whether
we were men or women.
Well, they finally came to the
conclusion that we were neither. We were its.”
Former homosexual and
drug dealer Christopher
Yuan spoke on Tuesday
night. Yuan shared his per-

"God is calling us to himself above all else
... all those other decisions that seem so big
will fall into place."

-Christopher Yuan

The purpose of WOW is
to bring excitement and
knowledge about cross-cultural evangelization to the
Taylor community. Current
information about the status
of missions throughout the
world is given.
"It’s acknowledging the
fact that we are alive to bring
glory purely to him and to
call others to his name," Gale
said. "That’s what WOW is
about."
Wycliffe Bible translator Marilyn Laszlo spoke
throughout the week. Students listened to Laszlo's
unique adventures. They enjoyed meeting the missionary speakers.
“I have loved being able
to meet incredible people
who have spent their lives
serving God and testifying
to the gospel no matter what
the cost,” Gale said. “Cutting
off green toes, eating bugs,
living isolated for 24 years,
everything is lost in life except for the gospel. It’s great

sonal story and new passion
for Christ.
“I didn’t think highly of
Christians when I was living
specifically in a homosexual
lifestyle,” Yuan said. “Unfortunately it’s almost like the
church is the enemy of the
homosexual community."
Yuan said homosexuals know where the church
stands and where God
stands, but they see inconsistency between the two.
Homosexuals need to see
they have inherent value.
They need to experience
Christians' love.
During his time at Moody
Bible Institute, Yuan heard a
missionary speaker whose
wife was martyred. The missionary said, “God doesn’t
call us to a place, he calls
us to himself.” Those words
changed Yuan’s Christian
walk.
“God is calling us to himself above all else,” Yuan said.
“Everything else, all those
other decisions that seem so

Photo by Alisse Goldsmith

Former Wycliffe Bible translator Marilyn Laszlo speaks during Wednesday morning's chapel service.
Laszlo served the Sepik Iwam tribe in Papua New Guinea for 24 years. She recounted many stories
from her time on the field.

big, will fall into place.”
Students hope to see a
change on the Taylor campus
following the WOW events.
“I think that now I would
love to see people changed
into global Christians who
are broken over the things

that we pray about and the
things that Marilyn talks
about in chapel," Gale said.
Gale believes this prayer
aligns with God's desire for
his people.
"God’s heart is for the
poor and the oppressed, for

spreading his glory in the
nations," Gale said. "We’re
his image bearers. It’s our
responsibility to answer the
prayers and cries of these
people.”

Bomb scares target Fort Wayne campus
Threats interrupt Campus Visitation Day, students evacuate campus buildings
BY CHRISTIANNA LUY
NEWS EDITOR
Last Friday at 9:45 a.m. and
12:30 p.m., the Fort Wayne
Police Department received
bomb threats for Taylor University’s Fort Wayne campus. The first threat targeted
the kitchen in Eicher Student
Commons. The second threat
targeted Witmer Hall.
The first threat was called
in to the police department.
Taylor’s campus safety officers immediately secured the
campus. The student commons was quickly evacuated.
Campus safety began working with police to secure the
building.
Police searched the area,

News

but found nothing specific.
They re-opened the building
by 10:30 a.m.
The 911 dispatcher received the second bomb
threat around 12:30 p.m. This
call targeted Witmer Hall,
which houses offices, the
College of Lifelong Learning,
11 classrooms, a lecture hall,
a computer lab, the technology center and one science
laboratory.
The building was evacuated. City police officers inspected the building, collecting evidence. At 1:10 p.m. the
building was re-opened.
“At first, we were simply
told that there had been a
bomb threat and that we
were to evacuate, but to

hang around in case our
professor decided to resume
class,” Taylor Fort Wayne junior Cassie Olinghouse said.
“Later I was informally told
where the calls had been
traced to. There was a lot of
speculation from different
students about suspects. It
was interesting to see how
lighthearted people were
being about the situation.”
Friday was also Taylor Fort
Wayne’s campus visitation
day. At 9:00 a.m. parents and
prospective students were
gathered in Eicher Commons
for a question and answer forum.
The first threat came as students, staff and visitors prepared to leave the commons

to attend chapel.
Everyone was evacuated
from the kitchen, Eicher
Commons and the adjacent
library.
The majority of students
and visitors did not know
there had been a bomb threat
until chapel was over.
Students and visitors had
to wait to enter Witmer Hall
after lunch as a consequence
of the second threat. According to Taylor Fort Wayne’s
dean of students, Randall
Dodge, the students and visitors took it well.
“I think we were more concerned, and even alarmed, at
the first threat. But by the
time the second one came,
some of us were getting an-

gry,” Dodge said. “We pray
for the person or persons
who initiated this kind of
disruption.”
President Habecker was notified of the threats through
Ron Sutherland, vice president for business and finance. Habecker contacted
the Fort Wayne campus, providing encouragement and
direction.
“We definitely see God’s
providence and hand of protection in the events of Nov.
4,” Dodge said. “No one
panicked. No one was hurt.
Procedures were followed
and everyone was fully cooperative.”
The Fort Wayne campus is
now reviewing its crisis com-

munication plans and crisis
action plans. Further specific
steps may need to be implemented for the evacuation
of students and staff with
disabilities should another
threat arise
“I believe that we are under spiritual attack this semester. Our best response is
to continue doing the things
God has called us to do for
his kingdom,” Dodge said.
“While we are grateful that
this week following the bomb
threat has been a more normal week, we pray that we
will be bold in our faith and
testimony through whatever
trials we find ourselves.”

N EWS
World Vision's
Steve Haas to
speak on AIDS
Speaker tours Christian colleges
BY MELISSA OLSEN &
CHRISTIANNA LUY
On Monday, Steve Haas,
Vice President of Church
Relations at World Vision,
will speak on the AIDS pandemic.
Haas’ focus is the Global
AIDS pandemic. Currently,
he is touring college campuses to share his love for
people affected by AIDS and
his passion for helping college students find links to
AIDS ministries.
“It is very evident when
he talks that he is very passionate about the crisis and
he very much wants and believes that our generation is
the generation to change the
course of this pandemic,”
Acting on AIDS co-director
Andrew Miles said.
Haas will encourage students to start thinking of
ways to take ownership of
the pandemic. He desires to
challenge students to see beyond their personal spheres
and respond to the monumental issues facing our
world today.
“[Students] are the leaders of the future. I walk away
with an overwhelming sense
of confidence for the Church
and the world,” Haas said
after speaking to a group of
Westmont students. “The entire experience was a thrill
for me. Hanging with a committed core of students fired
up about the issue and willing to have their lives count
for the Kingdom.”
While pursuing a degree
from the University of Kansas, he took two years off
and worked with a youth
ministry in the Philippines.
After graduating, he spent
four months along the Thailand border as a relief worker helping Cambodian and
Vietnamese refugees.

Haas also has previously
worked as a rector in Scotland. He spent six years on
staff at Willow Creek Church
in South Barrington, Il. and
served as the U.S. coordinator for the International Day
of Prayer for the Persecuted
Church. While serving as the
International Day of Prayer
Director, over 100,000 U.S.
churches joined the world’s
largest one-day prayer event
with over 200,000 congregations in 130 countries.
The Acting on AIDS (AOA)
organization began at Seattle
Pacific University. In February 2004 the famous orange ‘orphan’ T-shirts and
Acting on AIDS week were
launched. AOA now partners with World Vision and
the Council for Christian
Colleges and Universities.
AOA has begun to transform
into a national activation and
awareness campaign that numerous Christian colleges are
using to mobilize students
into action.
“AIDS is affecting the
world all around us, even
though living here in the TU
bubble we often don’t physically see it,” sophomore Kate
Todd said. “We are all God’s
children, and when one part
of the body suffers, the entire body suffers with it. We
should not leave our brothers and sisters in Christ alone
to deal with HIV/AIDS, we
should feel their pain, and
find a way to assuage it.”
Following Monday’s chapel, Haas will host a question
and answer lunch session. He
will also be available to talk
throughout the afternoon.
The AOA cabinet will also
host a rice and beans dinner
on Thursday. Students can email http://aoa@Taylor.edu
with questions.
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TCA takes center stage
BY HILLARY DURIE &
BETHANY HOWARD
Taylor Christian Artists
(TCA) groups performed a
concert titled “Not to Us”
on Sunday night. Audience members worshipped
through drama and music.
Thirty-five students participated. Five groups led worship, including FaceDown,
40 Days, Sanctified, Altered
and Inflamed. Awestruck,
the remaining group, presented dramas.
TCA co-directors, sophomores Rebecca Roembke and
Heather Arcano, delighted
in the large turnout and the
concert’s success.
“I was very pleased with
the show,” Arcano said.
“Rebecca and I prayed for it
and put so much time and
thought into it, as did all of
our group members. It was
incredibly humbling to look
out at the people in the audience and see them genuinely
worshipping. [It was] humbling and rewarding.”
Awestruck began the concert, instantly catching the
audience’s attention with its
performance to “The House
is on Fire.” In the drama, a
director attempted to alter
the ways people were acting.
The actors took the instructions to the extreme instead.
Following the drama, FaceDown led “Reign in Me” and
“Breathe.” During the performances, each band invited
the audience to participate in
the worship.
Awestruck took the stage
again to perform a drama
titled “The Call,” in which a
man does not want Jesus to
attend a party with him. After this, 40 Days invited the
audience to worship as they
performed “Indescribable”
and “Light the Fire.” 40 Days
guitarist, Lissy Nelson, was
satisfied with her group’s
performance.
“There were a few minor
glitches, but overall it went
very well,” Nelson said.
The program continued
with a drama titled “Sin
Box,” in which the performers used mime-like actions
to show the control sin has
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Taylor Christian Artists (TCA) groups performed a concert titled “Not to Us” on Sunday night. Audience
members worshipped through drama and music. Thirty-five students participated. FaceDown, 40 Days,
Sanctified, Altered and Inflamed led worship. Awestruck presented dramas.

over our lives. Awestruck
intensified the drama with
background music in place
of words.
Returning to song, Sanctified led “Holy is the Lord”
and “Hungry.”
The next drama, “Hearts,”
portrayed a character freely
giving her heart to men, who
all smashed it. She eventually gave her heart to Jesus.
He put it back together.
Altered then sang “Let My
Words be Few” and “Love
Song for a Savior.”
Awestruck’s final drama,
“Healer,” consisted of four
people who were in pain. Jesus provided hope and heal-

ing. Ultimately, however, the
healed individuals crucified
him. The group also set this
drama to music, voiding it of
words.
Concluding the concert,
Inflamed performed “Praise
Adonai” and “There is Nothing Like.”
A time of fellowship and
refreshment followed the last
group.
“I thought they did a very
wonderful job and was glad
to see the worship teams get
the audience involved,” Brittany Matthews said. “Everyone was truly worshipping
God.”
Taylor Christian Artists

hosts a concert every fall.
Taylor sends them out over
the course of the year to different venues for worship
and drama.
“[The goal of TCA is to]
use the performing arts, music, drama [and] puppets to
encourage the local church,
to draw people closer to the
Lord and also to introduce
the Lord to those that haven’t
met him yet,” Taylor World
Outreach director Mary Rayburn said.
More information on booking TCA groups for an event,
can be found by e-mailing
http://TCA@tayloru.edu.

Fire sparks queries Meth, kids do not mix
Students want insurance assurance
BY SHERIF MANSOUR
CONTRIBUTOR
On October 8., Taylor Fort
Wayne’s Schultz Hall caught
fire, causing millions of dollars in smoke and fire damage.
The fire started on the bottom floor. The upper floor,
however, specifically rooms
with open doors, suffered
severe smoke damages as
well. No one was hurt in the
blaze.
“On average, it costs
around $35,000 a bed to have
a room ready,” Ron Sutherland, vice president for business and finance said.
Sutherland used the term
“bed” to describe all the essentials of a dorm room,
including beds, desks and
drawers. The current estimate to renovate each of the
damaged rooms is $35,000.
Once the school receives
estimates from Indiana Insurance, Taylor’s Insurance
provider for both campuses,
Taylor will decide whether to
renovate or rebuild. In either

News

case, the dorm will comply
with current building codes.
The students of Schultz
Hall, however, were unable
to access their belongings for
over one week after the fire.
The intense heat of the blaze
also seriously damaged many
computers in the dorm.
A major concern for Taylor
students is insurance coverage in case of similar accidents.
Incidents such as this usually occur once a decade to a
Taylor building. In the 1960s
the former administration
building caught fire and in
the 1970s Wengatz Hall’s
roof collapsed during Christmas break. In the 1990s the
former maintenance buildings caught fire.
“Generally speaking, students are under their parent’s home owner policy, but
this of course depends on the
policy,” Sutherland said.
Sutherland advises
students to understand their
parents home owners coverage.
If a student is not cov-

ered by his parents’ insurance, Taylor provides renters
insurance for around $100
a year. Interested students
can contact Laura Hutson at
8-5211.
Off-campus students
should examine their individual policies to see what
type of coverage they have.
Students can also buy renters insurance if they are not
covered by the terms of their
lease.
Students affected by
the Schultz Hall fire lost
many things that cannot be
redeemed, including information on computers, books
and clothing items.
In case of another dorm
fire, Sutherland recommends
backing up all electronic files
by giving them to a friend
in another dorm or off-campus student. This will ensure
that, information will be retrievable.
Anyone interested in assisting the students who lost
their belongings in the fire,
can call Randall Dodge at 48-776.

First Light speaker enlightens Taylor students
BY MIA WALES
CONTRIBUTOR
Severe health problems,
sexual abuse, neglect and
death are merely a few
things children often face
when exposed to methamphetamine.
Janet Walters, executive director of First Light,
a child advocacy center in
Grant County, spoke to Taylor students on Tuesday. Her
presentation was entitled,
“Methamphetamine
and
Children Don’t Mix – It’s
Child Abuse.”
According to Walters,
methamphetamine, also
known as meth, is currently
the most used illegal drug.
Methamphetamines are simple to produce since a meth
lab can be set up in homes.
Currently, Indiana is
ranked second for meth production in the U.S. because
anhydrous ammonia, a key
ingredient in meth, is also
found in corn fertilizer.
“The labs are growing up
like wildfire,” Walters said.
“It’s easy to steal anhydrous

out of the tanks [in corn
fields.]”
When meth is cooked,
it produces five to seven
pounds of toxic waste per
one pound of the drug. It
also emits toxic fumes into
the air. When children live
in an environment where
meth is produced, these side
affects often cause severe
damage to young organs.
Many children will eventually become addicted to
the drug. This addiction
places them at an increased
risk for cancer. Children are
also at a high risk of being
severely burned or killed
since the chemicals used in
methamphetamine production are highly flammable
and prone to explosion.
“Their skin, their hair, their
clothes, are all contaminated
[by toxic waste],” Walters
said. “Then these kids go to
school.”
According to Walters,
emotional abuse, sexual
abuse and physical abuse go
hand-in-hand with the use
of methamphetamine.

“The injuries that these
children suffer during [their
parents’] meth binge ... literally apart,” Walters said.
First Light is a non-profit organization located in
Marion that is dedicated to
helping children who are
victims of all forms of abuse.
The organization's goal is
to provide a neutral, safe,
child-oriented center. It investigates and builds strong
cases against abusers, while
reducing the negative effect
on the child.
Since opening in 2004, the
center has aided over 300 local children. First Light also
trains professionals in child
abuse treatment and prevention. Walters encouraged
Taylor students to come to
the center either to take a
tour or help out.
First Light needs, including snacks, toys, school supplies and cleaning supplies.
If you would like to donate
or find out more information
about the center, visit their
Web Site at http://www.
firstlightcac.com.

F
EATURES
Clegg plans
ARKA tours

By Nate Baggett
Features Editor

What were you doing at
age 14? Worrying about what
you were going to wear on
your first day of high school?
Praying that cute boy or girl
liked you? Freshman Steven
Clegg was organizing his
first missions trip.
Clegg, native to Poland, is a
missionary kid working with
ARKA Tours to plan missions
trips in conjunction with the
Christian Education Association in Poland. ARKA is the
Polish word for ark. Clegg
thought the name seemed fit.
Clegg sees missions work as
a way to serve. His ARKA
tours are a perfect way to put
his love for service into action.
“I guess I simply love providing the opportunity for
others to travel and see the
world while gaining a broader perspective on what God
has created,” Clegg said.
Working with TWO, Clegg
is planning two missions
trips to Poland and Kazakhstan. In addition to the missions trips, Clegg is planning
a tour of Israel strictly with
ARKA tours.
The Poland trip will bring
Clegg back to his homeland
of Wroclaw, Poland to work
in summer language camps
for children ages 7-19. The
Poland trip will last between
one and three weeks.
“The whole trip is an amazing opportunity to plant
seeds in the hearts of the
many children who will be
going,” Clegg said.
According to Clegg, it’s a
chance for students to minister and share with children,
while providing a fun and
memorable experience. Opportunities include teaching children conversation
classes, baseball or football.
Clegg says that teaching children American sports will be
new for all of the students
involved.
ARKA tours provide trips
to more countries than Poland. Approximately 10 students will visit Kazakhstan
this summer. The Kazakhstan team will work with
local missionaries. They
will encourage missionaries
through words and actions,

helping out with some daily
responsibilities. The highlight of the Kazakhstan trip
will be a three to four day
hike into the mountains with
some of the local youth.
“This will be a great opportunity to share what we believe as well as understand
their culture and traditions,”
Clegg said.
Clegg is excited about the
summer trips. The main goal
for both the Kazakhstan trip
and the Poland trip is the
same.
“In both Poland and Kazakhstan there is an opportunity to share the gospel and
help serve each other, which
I believe should be priceless,”
Clegg said.
Finally, Clegg is planning
a trip to Israel. This is not a
missions trip, however; this
one is for personal experience.
“I have a love for Israel and
wish to share it with others.
It is an experience which has
touched my heart personally,” Clegg said. “After being
there my life with Christ and
experiences with the Bible
have never been the same.”
The intensive 12 day trip
will feature tours of popular
places in the Bible. Bible professors will teach and explain
the sites’ significance.
“There is also the unforgettable opportunity of getting
baptized in the Jordan River,” Clegg said.
The most important thing
to Clegg is not where a trip
is going; it is the fact that
students have the chance to
serve.
“I guess I simply love providing the prospect for others
to travel and see the world
while gaining a broader perspective on what God has
created,” Clegg said. “The
main reason I organize these
trips is to provide people
with an opportunity to travel
and serve."
Clegg continues to encourage students to give up part
of their summers to serve in
other countries.
Students interested in going to Poland or Kazakhstan
can contact TWO or Clegg.
Anyone interested in the Israel trip must contact Clegg
directly.

Hayes House Goes North,
so can you!
Take part in a construction project, children’s
ministry and cross-cultural experience.

FORT WAYNE, IN
Saturday, Nov. 19
Sign-up in the DC next week.
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Hurricane hits hearts

Photo Courtesy of Ryan Lane

Ryan Lane captures the devastation of Hurricane Katrina with his camera. Lane and four other Taylor students spent their fall break doing
clean-up work in Gulfport, Mississippi.

By Erik Kielisch
Staff Writer
When he watches the news
now, senior Ryan Lane realizes the media ignores the
hurricane recovery efforts.
“The tragedy is over, and
now it’s the boring cleanup,” he said. “It feels like the
world is winding down their
care while [the victims] are
still in mid-crisis.”
Weeks after returning from
serving in the South, his
heart remains with those he
and four friends served over
fall break.
Two weeks ago, seniors
Lane, David Hobbs, Kyle
McClure, Noah Borden and
Mike Harrell formed their
own relief team to serve the
storm-wrecked city of Gulfport, Miss. What they found
shocked them.
Most of the town was gone.
What remained was almost
destroyed beyond repair.
The ten residential blocks
along the coast and south of
the east-west railroad tracks
were completely destroyed.
Once Lane and his team
arrived at their host church,
they immediately began to
clear huge oak trees from
residents’ yards and houses.
A 30-foot swell of water
swept in, carrying not only
trees, but also three huge

barges laden with cargo. The
storm set them down, flattening most of the town.
The barges’ cargo lay strewn
about. Thousands of 5-foothigh packages of brown paper littered the town.
The owners of the cargo
started by picking up that
deemed salvageable, but left
the worst cargo – dead chickens. Six weeks after the hurricane, dead chickens still littered the town.
Lane and the others spent
the day scooping up dead
chickens from one woman’s
yard. Thousands of dead
chickens filled the air with a
repugnant smell worse than
anything Lane could imagine.
Later the team carried a
large piece of debris that was
so heavy it took five people
to carry. It was a piece of a
pier that Katrina ripped up,
carried inland five blocks
and dropped onto the women's yard.
Katrina destroyed more
than one woman's yard,
however.
Lane quickly realized how
different the devastation
looked in person than it did
on television.
“I wasn’t surprised at the
destruction because I had
seen it already and knew
what to expect,” he said.

“But it hits you totally differently when you’re seeing it
first-hand.”
He and his friends were
walking along I-90, which is
now a dirt road, when they
saw a large flat area void of
trees. The barges had cut all
trees off at 15 feet tall.
In one spot, a barge landed
on a Super Wal-Mart. When
the barge was carried away,
it pulled everything away
with it.
“You wouldn’t even have
known [a Wal-Mart had been
there],” Lane said. “There
was no sign, no wreckage,
it was just completely gone.
There was a big concrete slab
where it was.”
They only knew it was there
because a local told them.
At the beach Lane saw the
final resting place of the WalMart merchandise. Hanes
clothing packages, toys and
appliances littered the shoreline.
Trees still standing were
mostly stripped of their foliage. They looked like victims
of an incredible colorful TP
job. Shirts from Wal-Mart had
been caught in the branches.
Hundreds of shirts wrapped
around trees or stretched
from one tree to the next.
At one point, Lane was
walking along the road in
the devastated area when a

truck pulled up next to him.
An elderly man and woman
got out, went over to the curb
and started staring at a property.
Lane also looked over, only
to see the remains of a house.
Its front wall was gone. The
other three caved inward. In
the middle of the house sat
an upside-down car crushed
like a soda can.
“That’s my house,” the man
said in a thick Southern accent.
The elderly woman started
to cry.
“That’s my car,” he added.
Lane said, “I didn’t know
what to say.”
It was the couple's first time
back home since fleeing to
Florida to avoid the storm.
South of the tracks the damage was so overwhelming
that Lane was numb. The
impact only set in when he
talked with people about everything they had lost.
As Lane looked at the devastation of the southern blocks,
he realized that the “right”
side of the tracks had drastically become the worst.
“It was cruel irony. There
are mental images that are
burned into my head that
will never go away,” he said.
“It gives a different appreciation for the whole situation
down there.”
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

apology

Civility in the stands Log off online hate
BY DEB BEST

BY ANDY LONG

Opinions

Bad blood may be expected between the players,
but it is ridiculous that each
year our fans travel to IWU,
we end up in some juvenile
brouhaha.
While there is nothing
wrong with getting behind
the home team, why is it
that when these two Christian schools get together for
athletic competition, Jesus
usually fails to get an invite?
Can fans be spirited and excited without being instigative?

Taylor's new covenant
BY DREW FORTSON
There is currently an attempt being made to establish a new tagline and logo
for our school. I am sure that
we all remember last year’s
attempt with “We Covenant”
and how badly it failed. The
reason it failed was due to
lack of proper analysis of the
marketing research that was
given. Right now Kim Casuscelli, Allison Riddle, Bryan

McCart, and Jason Krueger
and I are part of a group who
is working with Joyce Wood
(Associate VP for University
Relations and Marketing) to
effectively capture the essence of Taylor and display
it in a clear and concise manner. This is where you as a
part of the Taylor body can
help out and lend a hand
with changing the verbal
representation of our institu-

tion. If anyone feels strongly
about a certain idea, concept,
or even a specific tagline, that
describes Taylor, then we encourage you to contact us.
Please send ideas to jason_
krueger@tayloru.edu by November 18th. Please help us
accurately define who Taylor
is by sharing with us how
you see it along with a brief
explanation of your idea.

THIS DELIGHTFUL SCENE
HIDDEN PICTURES! SEARCH
FOR TEN SYMBOLS OF TAYLOR!
by funny-man
Brad Johnston

If you have ever dated a
vegetarian or spent time in
the DC, you have no doubt
thought about becoming a
vegetarian. The modern vegetarian movement has been
building in popularity and
political power for centuries.
Until recently, vegtarians'
threats have been benign.
In recent years, however,
the vegetarian lobbyists once
characterized by bovine placidity have begun a new era
of disturbing activism. Vegetarian proselytizers lurk
behind every corner, waiting
for an opportunity to bombard the unsuspecting public
with their leafy-green liberalvegan agenda.
With that in mind, I would
like to take a look at some of
the fallacious claims of the
vegetarians. Only by studying the enemy can we ever
hope to overcome her subversive, tasteless, tofu-based
powers.
One of the most common
arguments from vegetarians
is that their diet is healthy.
This is ridiculous. Mr. T., a
man so anti-vegetarian that
they named a grill after him,
is a great example of what a
diet high in red meat can do
for you. John Lennon, on the
other hand, didn’t eat meat
at all and is not only scrawny,
but actually dead. So much
for lentil soup and LSD.
Another popular point
of veggie propaganda deals
with the living conditions
of many animals reared for
slaughter. At first blush factory farms might seem cruel.
The tight living spaces, however, might be considered
a necessary part of such a
close-knit community. Who,
after all, would want to leave
the safe confines of the cage
to face a cold cruel world
filled with natural predators
and a scarce food supply?
Christian vegetarians
have also argued that our
role as stewards of creation
compels us to abstain from
a nice pork chop now and
then. As Christians, it is true
that we must take the divine
mandate seriously. Being a
good steward, however, does
not conflict with a nice steak
dinner, but instead involves
a God-given responsibility
to thin the over-populated
fields of the tastiest cattle.
Although the weak arguments of vegetarians are put
to pasture easily enough, it
is also important to develop
some positive arguments for
fine dining. The most obvious
argument for an omnivorous
lifestyle is that animals are
tasty. How could it be wrong
when it tastes so right?
Also, meaty foods like
tacos and quarter-pounders make economic sense.
A nine-dollar hummus and
sautéed onion wrap might be
fine for bourgeois fat cats at
Whole Foods, but the rest of
us oftentimes have to get by
in a more frugal fashion.
Finally, a steady policy of
animal eating reaffirms the
food chain, God’s plan for
all creation. Who are we to
question our role in the food
chain and its consequent
desires with which God has
blessed us? So feast, brethren! Taste and see that the
pork is good!

Taylor soccer matches is just
wacky. These are two Christian schools, both declaring
their unrivaled love for all
things Jesus, literally at each
other’s throats on the field
and in the stands.
The last two soccer games
between these cross-county
rivals played in Marion have
ended with altercations in the
stands and a general atmosphere more befitting a European soccer riot than a conference game between two small,
private, Christian institutions.

book groups are only advocating hate and if we claim
to be Christians attending
Christian university, what
about this act sets us apart
from the world and in anyway brings glory to God?
We shouldn’t advocate
hate or even stand idly by
and let Hate live full and free.
We are called to love our enemies; to hate the sin and not
the sinner. A friend of mine
brought up a good point, he
asked, “Would telling [the
hate group participants] that
they’re bad people do anything to stop them?” No,
probably not, but I would
say it is not so much as telling them they are bad people
parse as it is to point out to
them their hypocrisy. That as
professing Christians, their
actions are not reflecting
their profession; that maybe
they need to step back and
reevaluate the way they are
handling the situation.
I am discouraged to see
things like this on Facebook.
Maybe this article will end up
as wasted breathe or maybe it
will convict someone, but either way it’s out there.

ANSWERS: Handy Andy polar pop, taylor bubble, Bell Tower, Gruendyke’s bowtie,
engagement ring, acoustic guitar, Christian fish, iPod, black squirrel, Taylor logo

JOE RINGENBERG
OPINIONS EDITOR

Taylor loves its community, and thus we love the
sports teams that contribute
so much to making Taylor
the place it is. We cheer hard
for our teams, and at times,
even harder against our opponents.
I guess all that is to be
expected in highly competitive NAIA games. However,
Taylor’s behavior in one
specific rivalry is particularly unappealing. The conduct
of the fans during IWU/

I recently logged on to
Facebook, a craze which
has spread across university
campuses nation wide, and
was shocked to find hate
groups started here at Taylor
University.
Facebook, for those of you
who have refused to conform
to the current trend, allows
users to create “groups”.
Groups are a type of club
where people who enjoy
or have the same views on
something can join together
and be identified with one
another. Some groups included are “The Barb Appreciation Group” and “Text
Twist Addicts”. However,
there are some groups being
created that have no place on
Facebook—hate groups.
These are groups that proactively ban together against
an individual for the sole
purpose of expressing their
unified hate. How is this in
anyway God-glorifying? I
am not trying to judge the
character of the people being
victimized, for all I know this
person could. However, the
real issue is that these Face-

Student reflects on heart's condition
BY SIMON YEATES
“Guard your heart with all vigilance, for from it are the sources
of life – Proverbs 4:23”.
On a Christian campus such
as Taylor’s this verse should
be pretty familiar; one thing I
think not everyone shares is
acceptance and application
of this verse. (Before I go on,
I do not claim to be a scholar,
I am humbly expressing my
thoughts).
How many of us think “how
can I guard my heart today”?
How many times can you
think of where you weren’t
completely guarding your
heart from your brothers and
sisters? I’d never really given
this verse a second thought
before; I’m a man, why do

I need to guard my heart?
Feelings, emotions, and attachment are things that only
women deal with—I couldn’t
have been more wrong.
I’ve become painfully
aware of my shortcomings
with guarding my heart and
many of you may be right
here with me as I say this;
it shows my foolishness and
lack of faith in the Lord and
His commandments. How
do I compensate for my distrust? I play sports, work out,
do whatever manly things I
can think of; I try to trick myself and everyone else around
me into thinking I am strong,
I have it all together—when
in reality I am spiritually and
emotionally weak.

As for women, I am not
sure how you attempt to fill
your hearts with other things
but I know it is even more
dangerous. Emotions and
feelings (your hearts) are
such an essential part of being
a woman; you are on a completely different and deeper
level than men. As a man I
know I love the way women
have been made with strong
emotions, they help me feel
more. Aside from that, women’s passions and desires fuel
what is needed for a family;
they form a bond with Christ
that is not easily broken.
Now what I really want to
get at is your heart and how
God desperately wants to fill
it for you. It is so, so easy to

let other things in (the boy in
the back of Bib Lit, the girl in
front of you in Foundations,
your secret crush that works
in the DC, someone you poke
on facebook) and to let these
things fill God’s place in your
heart. While it may work
for awhile, eventually those
thoughts and feelings will fade
or get crushed and you will be
left with a deep emptiness.
Jesus is more than all of
us could ever need; He is the

Lord! I know now why God
wasn’t haphazard in His
warning us about guarding
our hearts—there is so much
power in them. We need to
be honest with ourselves in
guarding our hearts so God
can fill them with His compassion and love. Don’t worry,
when the right person comes
along the Lord will make room
for them in your heart—He is
faithful, we can have peace
in knowing that.
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Letters to the Editor must be sent to echo@tayloru.edu by 3p.m.
on Wednesday and be no longer than 400 words. Due to volume, not all opinion articles received can be printed. Opinions
should be kept as concise as possible. The Echo reserves the
right to edit submissions for length and content.
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'Jarhead' misses target
BY ERIK KIELISCH
CONTRIBUTOR
Based on the Gulf War
memoirs of Marine scout and
sniper Anthony Swofford,
“Jarhead” has the feel of
authenticity but little else.
It should have remained a
book.
Although the cinematography is beautiful and stirring, the film, overall, is
not. Director Sam Mendes
(“American Beauty”) tries
extremely hard to make the
film meaningful, but it is
often boring and redundant.
It feels more like a documentary about a soldier’s
daily boredom and frustrations than a war drama.
Although the book of the
same name takes a fascinating look at the drudgery of
the Marine grunt, it does not
translate well to the screen.
Essentially, a movie about
war’s boredom and frustration is, well, boring.
The film follows Swofford
(Jake Gyllenhaal) through
his combat training, initia-

tion into a regiment, shipment to Iraq and subsequent
doldrums.
The whole film flounders
because of its aimless pacing and lack of plot. Those
expecting a Desert Storm
version of “Full Metal Jacket”
will be sorely disappointed.
Oddly, “Jarhead” manages
to be both boring and repulsive. Like the book, strong
tasteless sexual content permeates the film.
Rather than hinting at
the soldiers' insatiable sexual appetites, the film continuously assaults the viewer
with frequent references to
masturbation and infidelity.
It also includes full-frontal
male nudity and a few scenes
of graphic sex.
Although such things may
be realistic, the film’s preoccupation with sex is wholly
unnecessary to the story and
detracts from the character
development.
It is nearly impossible to
have any feelings besides
disgust for the players in this
empty drama. With some

Photo courtesy of Rottentomatoes.com

Jake Gyllenhaal plays Anthony "Swoff" Swofford in the film version of Swofford's book, “Jarhead.”
The book and film expose the banal realities of modern warfare during the Gulf War.

exceptions, such as the emotional break down of a soldier who discovers his wife’s
infidelity, the film doesn’t
delve deep enough into the
characters to make an impact
on the viewer.
It is strikingly obvious that
the film’s success depends

History in b&w
BY JARED BANE
A&E EDITOR
“Good Night, and Good
Luck,”George
Clooney’s
second foray into directing
is receiving much attention
for its exploration of the
true meaning of patriotism.
Unfortunately, it is also a
biopic of a famous American
from the 1950’s – it will
compete with “Capote” and
“Walk the Line” as it vies for
attention.
Clooney has kept no secret
about where the film’s loyalties lie. His stated intent
is to lionize Edward R.
Murrow (David Strathairn),
the CBS newsman who publicly denounced Senator
Joseph McCarthy’s methods
as chairman of the House
Un-American
Activities
Committee.
McCarthy
accused many prominent
Americans during his communist witch hunts, including Murrow himself.
Murrow and his producer, Fred Friendly (played
by Clooney), defied threats
from sponsors and refused
to buckle under pressure
from the forceful Senator
McCarthy. This took great
courage, but one must question whether Clooney’s
directorial eye can be trust-

ed when he is so intent on
telling only that side of the
story.
Clooney chose not to cast
an actor to play McCarthy.
Instead, he uses actual archival footage of McCarthy’s
speeches. This would seem
to be the fairest way of showing his character, since it is
not dependent on an actor’s
portrayal.
In his archival footage,
however, McCarthy does
not receive the fictionalized
sympathy Clooney gives to
Murrow.
With selective use of televised speeches, Clooney
correctly characterizes him
as a bully and a blowhard.
However, the senator was
right about many of the
suspected communists he
accused. The film glosses over the depth of communism’s infiltration into
American government at the
time.
For example, Murrow
ardently defended State
Department official Laurence
Duggan against allegations
of being a communist spy.
Duggan eventually committed suicide because of
constant pressure from the
government about his activities while working for the
State Department.

Murrow continued in his
defense of Duggan and his
relentless crusade to bring
down Senator McCarthy. It
was later discovered that
Duggan was, in fact, a communist spy working for the
Soviet government.
There is no mention of
Duggan or the subsequent
revelations about his identity in “Good Night, and
Good Luck.” As a filmmaker,
Clooney is free to present the
truth as he sees it. The film
would have been stronger,
however, if he had presented
both sides of the argument.
McCarthy did overstep his
bounds in his mission to rid
America of communist activity. But by obscuring certain
aspects of history, Clooney
hurts his own case.
Strathairn's performance
is one of the film's highlights. The veteran actor
finds moments of reflection
the script does not provide.
His eyes betray self-doubt,
despite Clooney’s best efforts
to present a sinless superhero.
The stark black-and-white
cinematography sets a serious historical tone. It is the
right choice for the visual
aspects of the film. The story,
however, could benefit from
a few more shades of grey.

more on its loose connection
to the current Iraq conflict
than on a good story.
Weeks before its release,
critics denounced its supposed anti-war message.
However, the film does not
take sides. Instead, it presents the Iraqi conflict exactly

as Swofford saw it.
The irony of Swofford’s
story is that he is trained
to be a killing machine, but
never has the opportunity
to use his skills. His entire
mindset is shaped to desire
what the film refers to as
“the pink mist” of a success-

ful headshot. When this is
denied him, there is little left
to define his military life.
The film tries to tack on a
“Band of Brothers” message
at the end. However, it is a
forced attempt at meaning
and relevance. Previous war
films have accomplished
these with greater force and
impact.
“Apocalypse Now” and
“Come and See” showed the
insanity of war. “Das Boot”
and “Platoon” displayed
war's effects on the individual.
“Black Hawk Down” and
“Saving Private Ryan”
showed the confusion and
terror of the battlefield.
“Stalingrad” and “A Bridge
Too Far” showed war’s horrifying futility.
“Three Kings” wrestled
with soldiers' duties in unexpected situations.
“Jarhead” fails to live up
to these unforgettable standards. Instead, it is empty,
devoid of any originality and
entirely forgettable.

'Wave' disappoints
BY JARED BANE
A&E EDITOR
Last year, Rogue Wave
appealed to fans of the
Shins and Simon and
Garfunkel with its unassuming folk-pop gem, “Out
of the Shadow.”
Zach Rogue’s reedy, tremulous voice drew comparisons to Jeremy Enigk of
Sunny Day Real Estate. The
sparse arrangements on the
album betrayed the fact that
Rogue Wave was a one-man
show.
Rogue openly stated that
the next album would feature a full band and be a
more upbeat effort. The
song “Endless Shovel”
from “Out of the Shadow”
hinted at how good a more
rock-oriented Rogue Wave
album could be.
Rogue Wave’s second
album, “Descended Like
Vultures,” delivers in theory. Most songs are fleshed
out with bass, drums, keys
and electric guitar.
“Bird on a Wire” begins
the album with a stately
melody and rousing chorus. Unfortunately, the song
falls short of its lofty ambitions. It sounds appealing
and catchy when playing.
When it is over, however,

the listener is left with no
distinct impression.
Similarly, the next three
tracks sound soothing and
well-written, but evaporate
into the atmosphere like air
freshener.
It is not until “Love’s Lost
Guarantee” that “Descended
Like Vultures” begins to be
more than an inoffensive
mist. The first truly memorable song on the record
rides its Coldplay-like chorus to a false ending. This
gives way to an explosive
and wordless finale.
The single, “10:1,” has
buzzing organs and crashing drums, but no hook
to pull the listener. Bands
like the Legends and Radio
Dept. can overload their
songs with ear-shattering
noise while still allowing
the bright melodies to shine
through. “10:1” is a failed
attempt at this type of production. The song is simply
annoying.
After the over-long “Are
You on My Side,” “Medicine
Ball” is successful by
returning to the band’s folk
roots. Acoustic guitar and
harmonica drive the song
through its scant running
time.
It is followed by the

meandering and tuneless
“You.” Symptomatic of the
entire album, the song kills
the momentum gained by
“Medicine Ball.” Just as the
record seems to be adding
up to more than faint background noise, it stumbles
over another forgettable
song.
What’s worse, the two
least memorable songs
appear in succession at the
end of the record. “You”
leads into “Temporary,”
an atmospheric wisp of a
song whose presence may
go completely unnoticed by
the casual listener. Silence
itself is usually more pregnant with meaning than
this bobbing piece of fluff.
One insult a cynical friend
hurled at Rogue Wave’s
first album was Diet Shins.
He meant the band had all
the quirky trappings of the
Shins without the brilliant
song craft and sharp lyrics.
That criticism was not
entirely accurate. “Out of
the Shadow” shows great
promise if Rogue could
tighten up his songwriting
and find arrangements that
complement his style.
“Vultures” turns up the
volume, but fails to raise
the interest level.

Depeche Mode makes comeback with 'Angel'
BY JARED BANE
A&E EDITOR

"Playing the Angel” begins
with a blaring siren sound
unadorned by any accompaniment. Two disappointing albums (1997’s “Ultra”
and 2001’s “Exciter”) left the
band's future in doubt. One
can imagine that the shrill
and irritating introduction’s
purpose is to warn listeners
this album will be different.
“A Pain That I’m Used To”
stomps out of the gate with a
pulsing rhythm and Martin
Gore’s relentlessly bleak lyrics.
In the ‘80s, Depeche Mode
pioneered a pop-meetsindustrial sound that would
prove to be a major influence
on Trent Reznor of Nine Inch
Nails and his entire generation. With songs such as

A&E

“A Pain That I’m Used To”
and “Suffer Well,” Depeche
Mode proves it still masters
this sound.
“The Sinner In Me” rises
above the rest of the album’s
hopeless lyrics with a plea
for freedom from one’s own
destructive tendencies. The
mysterious “Macro” may
also transcend Gore’s usual
cynicism, but it seems to
espouse a New Age pantheism. Lyrics such as, “One
universal celebration. One
evolution. One creation,” are
ultimately too nebulous to
be meaningful.
Although it is addressed to
a lover, not a god, “I Want It
All” is almost psalm-like in
its introspection and honesty.
Singer David Gahan slowly
builds the song to a hopeful coda before trailing off
into distant static and drum

Photo courtesy of Depeche-Mode.com

Depeche Mode is currently touring in support of “Playing the Angel,”
the band's first album in four years.

pulses like sonar beeps.
Gahan’s voice is one of

Depeche Mode’s most attractive features. Although lim-

ited in range, Gahan nevertheless steals the show with
his rich and urgent vocals.
He does not seem to have
lost any of the charisma he
displayed in 1984’s “People
are People”
Gahan’s voice is not the only
draw, though. Throughout
the record, Dave McCracken
and Richard Morris’s programming is interesting
and original. Yet, it retains
the classic sounds Depeche
Mode helped to create.
Harsh synthesizer lines collide with sharp guitars, blurring the line between the two
and complementing the best
songs Gore has written in a
decade.
The work of McCracken
and Morris is so strong on
“Playing the Angel,” one
wonders if this job will not
lead to a place in the spot-

light for the fledgling duo.
Other producers, such as the
Neptunes and DFA began
more modestly before becoming big names in the music
industry. With this credit to
their names, greater success
should be in McCracken and
Morris’s future as well.
Now nearly 25 years into
its career, it almost seems
impossible that Depeche
Mode could produce an
album this satisfying.
The unfortunate fate of
most musical pioneers is that
their disciples make even
greater strides than they did,
leaving them behind.
Depeche Mode may no
longer be leading the pack,
but “Playing the Angel”
proves its music still has
plenty to offer.
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Trojans win twice in Sport ONE classic
BY ANDREW NEEL
STAFF WRITER

Photo by Alisse Goldsmith

Senior guard R.J. Beucler drives around two OH-Zanesville defenders en route to a layup Saturday
during the Trojan's 97-34 victory. Beucler had 16 points on the afternoon, 13 of which came in the
first half. The Trojans finished 2-0 in their annual tournament.

The Trojans wanted to
get their season off to a good
start. The team, lead by Seniors R.J. Beucler and Doug
Bell, wasted no time in accomplishing that goal.
Taylor went 2-0 at the
Sport ONE Invitational last
weekend, and the experienced play of Beucler and
Bell were catalysts for success.
In their first game of the
year, the Trojans defeated East-West 69-53 on the
strength of Bell's 22 points.
Bell scored in the post on
repeated possession and Taylor jumped out to an early 70 lead. Beucler, who finished
with 16 points, six rebounds
and seven assists, found Bell
for an open layup with 4:33
remaining in the first half.
The basket gave the Trojans a
25-14 lead.
The East-West Phantoms,
however, refused to go away.
They clawed back into the
game. Two Trojan turnovers
resulted in fast-break baskets
for the Phantoms. East-West
trailed 30-25 at halftime.
Beucler said the defensive
set used by the Phantoms
threw off the team’s rhythm
in the first half.
“[East-West] surprised us

with the zone,” Beucler said.
“I think first-game jitters
contributed to some of our
mistakes early on, but that
shouldn’t be an excuse.”
In the second half, the Trojans came out firing and never looked back. A drive by junior Kevin Wright resulted in
a layup and a 38-27 lead with
15:29 remaining in the game.
Coach Patterson said the
team played better in the
second half. The defense of
junior Will McGinley was a
large part of that.
“Doug Bell was able to
establish himself in the post
in the second half,” Patterson
said. “McGinley played great
defense, and if he had not
played, we might have lost.”
The normally sharp-shooting duo of Beucler and senior
guard Eric Ford had trouble
finding the basket from behind the arc. Both seniors
made up for it in Taylor’s
next game against Ohio University-Zanesville.
Beucler and Ford combined for 33 points and shot
7-of-10 from the 3-point line
in a game where the Trojans
were in control from the
start.
“My first game out I was
pressing a little bit,” Ford
said, “but this game I was
able to relax and let the game
come to me.”

Lady Trojans start season 1-1
BY ROB KOLUCH
STAFF WRITER
The Lady Trojans opened
their season this weekend at
the Sport ONE Classic at Indiana Tech. The team began
the season in strong fashion,
dominating their first game
against UM-Dearborn. They
next fell to host Indiana Tech
in a closely contested game.
“We have a young team
and have some growing to
do, but we played well this
weekend,” Taylor Head
Coach Tena Krause said.
“We played with a great deal
of hustle and effort and never let up. That kind of effort
will take us a long way.”
The Lady Trojans dominated their opening game on
Friday against UM-Dearborn
from the outset, winning by a
convincing margin of 116-59.
Seven Trojans scored in double figures, including junior
guard Jenny Dawes who led
the scoring with 16 points.
The Lady Trojans shot the
ball extremely well, hitting
60% of their shots from the
field and 55% of their shots
from beyond the three-point
line. They also capitalized

on their free throw attempts.
They hit 33 of 37 free throws
for a mark of 89% from the
line. Taylor seized control of
the game throughout, thanks
to a tremendous team effort.
Every player contributed to
lead the team to victory.
“Our offense really clicked
in this game,” Krause said.
“We shot the ball well and
were able to execute what we
wanted to execute offensively. On the flip side, we played
very well defensively and did
a great job on the boards.”
On Saturday, the Lady
Trojans took on host Indiana
Tech in the second game of
the Sport ONE Classic. The
team played well in the first
half, carrying a 34-26 lead
into the locker room. However, Taylor saw a lackluster
second half lead to a 60-61
loss to Indiana Tech.
In that second half, Taylor shot 28% from the field
and hit a mere 68% from the
free throw line. The Lady
Trojans’ scoring was led by
sophomore Katie Madden,
who totaled 13 points. Junior
forward Allison Easterhaus
led Taylor in rebounding,
grabbing six defensive and

four offensive rebounds.
“The games this weekend
gave us an opportunity to see
our strengths and weaknesses as a team,” junior guard
Amber Bond said. “We have
a lot of new players stepping
up and other players taking
on new roles. The newcomers are doing a good job for
us, and that will be key this
season.”
The Lady Trojans, comprised of two freshmen, five
sophomores, five juniors and
one senior, are a young team
seeing many players take on
new roles. Krause said the
progression of the newcomers and the leadership of the
upperclassmen will be most
important for the Lady Trojans this season.
“As our newcomers become more comfortable
with their roles and our upperclassmen step up and
take leadership roles, those
elements will be key to our
improvement,” Krause said.
“We also want to show more
consistency. If we can do
those things, it will bode well
for us.”
The Lady Trojans travel to
Aquinas tomorrow.

BY TREVOR KIGHT
SPORTS EDITOR
WITH

ANDREW NEEL

Nothing new to report, so I'll
jump right to the week 10 picks.
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IWU stops TU in MCC first round
The Lady Trojan volleyball season ended in a loss Wednesday
night in their first round tournament match at Indiana
Wesleyan. The match was tight from the start and went into
a fifth game before the Wildcats prevailed. A large crowd was
on hand to watch the match, which ended with a final score
of 22-30, 30-18, 30-25, 19-30, 7-15.

Sports

New England at Miami
The Patriots collapsed Monday
night on national television. The
team looks nothing like the team
of the past, so I refuse to call
them the defending champions
anymore. Doesn’t the phrase
“defending champions” imply
that they will at least have the
opportunity to defend their title?
I know I picked them over the
Colts, but that was more about
principle than anything else. The
Pats look shaky at best. That
said, I’m taking them this week
on the road.
Pick: Patriots 28, Dolphins 21
Minnesota at NY Giants
The Vikings looked good last
week, maybe for the first time
all year. Culpepper is gone, but
that doesn’t seem to bother this
team. The Giants shut the 49ers
down last week and have allowed only six total points over
the last two weeks. Their offense
still leads the league at over 29
points per game.
Pick: Giants 35, Vikings 17
Baltimore at Jacksonville
Ravens Coach Brian Billick, currently ESPN’s lowest-rated coach,
has a mere 15 percent approval
rating. This, of course, is a direct
reflection of his team, which has
the worst offense in the NFL at
only 12 points a game. Jacksonville will need to keep winning
for a chance at a wild card spot.
Pick: Jaguars 17, Ravens 10

Taylor jumped out to a
quick 11-0 lead on a 3-pointer by Beucler. Ford hit three
consecutive 3-pointers to
give the Trojans a 50-19 lead
heading into halftime.
Taylor’s suffocating defense held the Tracers to 15
second-half points. Freshman Chad Reynolds put on
an impressive shooting performance, going 8-8 from the
field to finish with 21 points.
The Trojans won easily, 9734.
“It feels like we’re coming
together as a team,” Reynolds said.
Patterson was pleased with
his team’s overall performance, especially its defensive intensity.
“We wanted to slow them
down,” Patterson said, “and
Chad and Bret [Burchard]
gave us exceptional defense
and stopped them from getting in rhythm offensively.”
Ford believes the experience
from the first two games will
help the team in the future.
“It was good to get our
feet wet and have these victories under our belt,” Ford
said.
Taylor (2-0) will travel to
St. Ambrose, IA today. They
will play St. Xavier and IUSouth Bend.

M. Basketball (2-0)
W, 69-53 East-West
W, 97-34 OH-Zanesville

This Week:
Nov. 11 and 12
at St. Ambrose

W. Basketball (1-1)
W, 116-59 UNM-Dearbon
L, 60-61 Indiana Tech

This Week:
Nov. 15
vs. Cedarville
Games and prizes
between quarters.
Come out to win T-shirts
and more.

Football (0-9)
L, 32-34 Malone

This Week:
Nov. 12
at Ohio Dominican

Men's and Women's
Cross Country
Conference: M 3rd,W 4th
Regionals: M 4th, W 5th
Photo by DJ Horton

Junior guard Jenny Dawes practices following the Trojans 1-1
performance at the Sport ONE classic at Indiana Tech. Dawes
scored 16 points in the Trojans first victory of the year.
Houston at Indianapolis
The Texans jumped out to a 14-0
lead on Indy last time the teams
met, but the Colts had no problem winning 38-20. The Colts are
at home this time and will feed
off their home crowd on the way
to a shut out. The ’72 Dolphins
need not worry yet, but they may
want to keep one eye open.
Pick: Colts 31, Texans 0
Arizona at Detroit
The Lions aren’t that good of
a team, but the Cardinals are
worse. The good news for the
Cardinals is Joey Harrington is
back in the lineup. Harrington in
2005: 5 TD, 10 INT, 18 Sacks,
57.5 QB Rating. The sound you
now hear is Detroit fans screaming in horror.
Pick: Lions 14, Cardinals 9
San Francisco at Chicago
I’m still not sold on Kyle Orton. If
the Bears want to go anywhere
in the playoffs, they'll need a
better option at quarterback.
The team's defense, however,
is finally playing the way Lovie
Smith envisioned, allowing only
12.3 ppg, good for first in the
league. The 49ers are less than
impressive. They will need a few
more key players before they can
even think about the playoffs.
Pick: Bears 17, 49ers 3
Kansas City at Buffalo
This game will be decided by
who runs the ball better. The
Chiefs have great running backs
– including Johnson, who is averaging over five yards per carry.
This should help them control
tempo on the road. The Bills
are last in the NFL in rushing defense, allowing five yards a carry.
They are also still struggling with

injures, which should make for a
long afternoon.
Pick: Chiefs 27, Bills 13
Denver at Oakland
Denver is quietly becoming a serious threat. You could make a
case for them being the second
best team in football right now.
They have a legitimate shot at
home field advantage. Their second-half schedule seems easy
enough, with games against
NYJ, DAL, KC, BAL, BUF, OAK
and SD. The Raiders are still
struggling on the defensive side
of the ball, but a few off-season
moves could be all they need to
take it to the next level.
Pick: Broncos 35, Raiders 31
NY Jets at Carolina
I don’t think I’ll be picking the
Jets for the rest of the year. They
have been a huge disappointment this year, after making
some noise in the playoffs last
year. Carolina has quietly won
five games in a row and is among
the elite teams in the NFC.
Pick: Panthers 28, Jets 10
Washington at Tampa Bay
Injuries are playing a key role
[Griese, Williams] in the Bucs
recent downfall. The Redskins
are still making strides under
Joe Gibbs, but the playoffs don’t
seem likely this year. Mark Brunell
looks more like the Jacksonville
QB we remember, which is good
news or Santana Moss.
Pick: Redskins 10, Bucs 7
St. Louis at Seattle
This match up has become one
of the NFL’s best rivalries in recent years, with both teams
seeming to bring the best out of
each other. But this Seattle team
is special. The Rams porous de-

This Week:
Nov. 12
NCCAA Championships
at Cedarville
fense will have problems with
Shaun Alexander all afternoon.
Steven Jackson will get his fair
share of carries too, however, so
the Hawks will need to get the
home crowd pumped up early.
Pick: Seahawks 31, Rams 21
Green Bay at Atlanta
The Packers have looked bad all
year. I’ll admit that. Since defensive coordinator Jim Bates came
over from Miami, however, the
defense has looked good. The
unit currently ranks ninth in the
NFL, 20 spots higher than last
year. The same offense returned
from the 2004 squad, which
ranked third in the league. If
the injury bug hadn’t bitten the
Packers, who have lost five of
their seven games by a touchdown or less, this would be on of
the NFC’s better teams.
Pick: Falcons 20, Packers 17
Cleveland at Pittsburgh
Charlie Batch is starting for
Pittsburgh again this week,
which is bad news for Steelers
fans. The team is still one of the
best in the league, however, and
should have no problem with the
Browns at home. Don’t be surprised if Pitt runs the ball 50-60
times.
Pick: Steelers 24, Browns 13
Dallas at Philadelphia
I don't know about you, but I'm
tired of hearing from Terrell Owens. T.O. is apparently done for
the year, unless a grievance filed
by the Players' Union is upheld.
I'm not sure what team will want
him, but I imagine someone
will.
Pick: Cowboys 27, Eagles 17
Last week: 11-3

